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6‐10 November 2017

44th PROJECT

Holiday Inn, Airport
Mauritius

CERTIFICATION

International Recognition

We are pleased to inform you that
this course entitles you to
45 PDUs/45 Contact Hours

The University of Technology, Mauritius (UTM) in collaboration
with Team SYNthesis is pleased to invite you to attend a high
acclaimed course in leadership, the most important success
differentiator in Programme/Project and Strategic Initiative
Management. This course aims at empowering the Senior
Management, Leaders and Managers and all those involved
in strategic management with the skills needed to build high
performance teams that can drive initiatives to successful

The PLC initiative, started in 2007, is a noble attempt to focus on TOP (Top Of Pyramid) in terms of fulfilling a leadership Centre of Excellence (COE) in Mauritius & Africa. With a well-publicized leadership challenge and a strong desire to develop
Human Capital Competence, the PLC programme is a Leadership & Management 101 commando training for the region’s practitioners through its proven
shock-and-awe 5-day intensive but highly rewarding programme.

“The PLC Programme focuses on life-long continual
leadership best-practices
acquisition with monthly
Masterclass, quarterly PLC
Talk & Annual Gathering”

“PMBOK,
Leadership, Fashioned as a top-notch certification course with worldwide recognition from leading
I can say that this course certification bodies, PLC is a proven ROI-attested mind-stretching endeavor with
more than 6,000 participants from over 67 countries. Most of these vision-centric
is better than MBA...”

organizations have embraced the Leadership Developer motto and make PLC a must-

Osman Daud, Manager , AmBank

attend in-house programme.

PLC is conducted over 5 exciting days covering project leadership (PL) and management key areas, best practices, Case Studies, Course Work, computer-based interactive (CBT) sessions, Group Work and knowledge benchmarking. Leadership areas covered are Professionalism, Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC), Making Things
Happen through the Art of War, Time Management & People Management. Successful participants will be
awarded a PROJECT LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATION, accredited by the UTM.
PLC Leadership & Talent Management are courses available for financing under the EWF Education Soft Loan
Scheme designed to support continual learning & talent development in Mauritius. Kindly contact EWF at
(230)208 8353 or empwelfund@intnet.mu should you wish to take advantage of this scheme.

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/

(230) 207 5250 / (230) 465 0048

site@umail.utm.ac.mu/PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com

(230) 234 1747 / (230) 454 6730

About the Course

The Project Leadership Certification course, the first of its kind in Mauritius and the African Region, is anchored by
Mr. TAN Chee Peng, CEO of Business Technovise International (represented in Mauritius by Team SYNthesis
Mauritius & Africa) Ltd), which has been reviewed and approved as a Global REP provider of project
management training by the Project Management Institute (PMI). As such, we are pleased to inform you that
attending PLC entitles you to 45 PDUs (Professional Development Units) and 45 Contact Hours.

About the Chief Instructor
Mr. Tan is the founder and CEO of Team SYNthesis and Business Technovise International (BTI), a
strategic services firm specializing in Business / IT Strategy, Programme & Project Management (PPM)
large systems and business process integration projects.
Prior to BTI, Mr. Tan was the managing partner, Andersen Worldwide managing the consulting
practice in Mauritius, Madagascar, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda.
Mr. Tan, an
ASEAN scholar and a First Class Degree holder from Imperial College, UK, has more than 32 years of
consulting
experience in financial services industry, helping MNC clients in Business IT Strategy
Formulation and
Implementation, Business Process Reengineering, Programme and Change
Management, Performance
Management and, e-Commerce strategy and Implementation. He was
previously the Vice President, Technology of Citibank N.A, Singapore.
Mr. Tan was conferred the (CITPM, Senior), the Singapore National IT Project Management Certification on 26 November 1998. Based on his professional work in Singapore, Mauritius and Africa, he was independently nominated and admitted to the International Who’s Who of Professionals for 1999. Mr. Tan also sits on the Board of Assessor for the Singapore National IT Skills Certification Programme – IT Project Management since its inception.

He is also a Fellow Member of the Singapore Computer Society and has been listed on the “SCS Roll of honour”
in recognition and appreciation of his valuable support and contribution to the Society. Mr. Tan has given
Project/Programme Management Conferences, workshops and training sessions to more than 6,000 PMs worldwide and has successfully completed assignments in more than 67 countries. Mr. Tan is also a Mauritius SAPES
recipient & invited member, Honorary 300 of the Singapore National Infocomm Registry for ICT Professionals 2011
-2013

How does PLC differ from other courses?
This Project Leadership course covers a wide spectrum of issues other than standard
project management areas that must be addressed in order to obtain the desired business outcome.
Experienced Professionals of International repute will be speaking at this event. They will
give meaningful insights on key areas of project management.
Tool showcase: This unique professional development opportunity offers a platform to
meet and interact with experienced Project Managers, colleagues and peers to share
ideas and discuss various opportunities. Participants will also be given hands-on exposure
to a real-life PMO tool, in order to broaden their horizons on the alternatives available in
this ever-changing world of Project Management.

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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PLC - The Uniquely Innovative Scope & Approach
What differentiates PLC from other PM Courses
This Project Leadership course covers a wide spectrum of issues beyond the standard project management coverage.
Experienced Professionals of International repute will be speaking at this event. They will give meaningful insights on key areas of project
management and leadership.
Tool showcase: This unique professional development opportunity offers a platform to meet and interact with experienced Project Managers,
colleagues and peers to share ideas and discuss various opportunities. Participants will also be given hands-on exposure to a real-life PMO
tool, in order to broaden their horizons on the alternatives available in this ever-changing world of Project Management.

Our Unique Offering

Standard PM Training Areas Value Added Elements
Integration Management   Interpersonal Skills
Scope Management  Organisational Environment
Time Management  Client Environment
Cost Management  Complex Projects
Quality Management  Computer-based Assessment
Human Resources Management   1-to-1 Review & Coaching
Communications Management   Group Work
Risk Management   Case Study **
Procurement Management  Course Work
Stakeholder Management   Motivational/Reflection session

** Notes to participants: Please bring along the chosen project details (scope, timeline, cost, deliverables, quality plans, risk mitigation plans,
communication plans, HR plans, etc) of the project you intend to base your case study on.
Case Studies, Course Work & Reviews

Personal Leadership

During this 5-day intensive course, you will be provided with The Project Manager is the CEO of a project. Project Management is
personalised assessment sessions with the Chief Instructor, who will about people, people and people. This intensive course will prepare
you for the following:
review and guide you on your Case Study and Course Work.
Project Leadership Best Practices

Understanding Professionalism: Management v/s Leadership

Importance of Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) & Win-Win
You will also be exposed to the best practices from the lessons learnt
Relationship Management
from past projects around the world by seasoned Practitioners from The Art of Leadership & Making Things Happen
the PPM Industry.
People Management: Turning Ripples into Tidal Waves
Group Work

Time Management: Doing More with Less.

An interesting group work gives fellow participants a golden Introduction to a PM/PMO Tool
opportunity to interact and resolve project-oriented challenges as a
Project Managers will be introduced to the Leading PMO Tools and
team. This assignment does not contribute to the assessment.
will have an opportunity to have direct hands-on experience on a
PMO Tool to automate, organize, schedule and provide control of
the project management processes:
Assessment Mode & Award
As part of the Certification Programme, the participants will be Project Management Planning
subject to continuous assessment and Computer-based training.
Scope / Deliverable Tracking
Upon completion of the course, the participants will be awarded an Cost, Time & Resource Tracking
Attendance Certificate during the course wrap-up session. Only suc- Quality & Risk Management
cessfully certified participants will be awarded PLC Certification,
Core Competency & Appraisal Tacking
which will be sent directly to them by the UTM.
Communications and Progress & Earned Value Reporting.
The course is MQA approved * and the award will be accredited by
the University of Technology, Mauritius.
* MQA refund only applies to participants working in Mauritius
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“The PLC course is an intensive 5-day life-changing experience.
The experience gained from the imparted knowledge areas, people management, leadership techniques will come useful in every
walk of my life. The formal-social-experiential learning will make an
indelible mark in my life. For me, PLC stands for Personal Life Certification, a must-attend for all …”

Afzal AMEER MEEA
Team Leader

“The PLC is a life-defining course. When people say that this
course is a life-time experience, you never know exactly what
they are talking about, until you live it yourself. PLC PUSHES you
to become a WINNER. It kicks you out of your comfort zone and
teaches you that with willpower you can get things done (even
in difficult times). Like it was mentioned many times, there is no
such thing as failure as we always LEARN. A definite must-attend for those who
wish to learn and be a winner ...“

Anna HOW YEW KIN
Executive

“The PLC is a powerful course which benefits both career and
personal life. Its high-tempo toughness beckons a very strong will
to persevere in order to grow and reap its maximum benefits. The
techniques imparted and the experiential learning, especially the
Group work, will certainly enable to pursue your next S-curve of
excellence. High recommended for future leaders to gain the
insightful wisdom …”

“The 5-day PLC commando training is a motivation-booster. It
has increased my commitment to be a better leader through its
incredible insights and powerful course delivery. PLC has successfully triggered a personal change, putting me on a trajectory to achieve the S-curve of growth. I STRONGLY RECOMMEND all senior professionals for this must-attend course …”

Nundanee GUNGA-SOOBROYEN
Human Resource Manager

Abhishek GOLAP
Senior Quantity Surveyor

“The 5-day PLC is a wow experience. The course is very demanding but you gain a lot at the end for you to apply in daily life.
Highly recommended for those who want a blueprint to shape
their future through a well-structured formal-social-experiential
learning …”

“The PLC is a limit-stretching, exciting course. The formal-socialexperiential learning and its superb delivery is akin to a Master
Jedi guiding us in a soul-searching journey to discover our latent skills. Believe & Succeed, a must-attend for all …”

Francis Steeve BOTTINE
Accountant
“The PLC is a confidence-boosting course. It has led me to
exceed my limits which I would not have dared to do alone. it
has been an incredibly interesting and exciting experience. I
recommend all to attend to have a wonderful limit-stretching
experience …”

Marie Christelle Audrey DEVANNY
Manager

Luvna ARNASSALON-SEERUNGEN
Corporate Responsibility Officer

“The PLC course is a life-changing gift. The formal-socialexperiential course delivery is remarkable, imparting knowledge, techniques and best practices to implement successful
change, both on a personal and professional levels. Definitely
recommended!”

Santosh TEELUCK
Assistant Project Manager
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“The 5-day PLC course is really rich in contents which are both
relevant to our personal and professional lives. It challenges your
limits and tests your will power to make a difference! A life changing experience preparing you to scale new heights! Highly recommended for all to attend ...“

Nausheen DINALLY
Researcher

“The 5-day PLC is a very intensive, experience-enriching and limitstretching bootcamp. The formal-social-experiential learning of
the 10 Knowledge areas, 4 People Management aspects and best
practices techniques is all-encompassing. A must-attend for those
who wish to be good PMs and leaders …”

Patrick Jean YENE TECK
Senior IT Support Officer
“The 5-day PLC commando Bootcamp is truly intensive and lifeinspiring experience. The formal-social-experiential course delivery
is uniquely impactful and inspirational, not only for professional
project management but also for personal life. The coaching and
mentoring is unforgettable. I recommend all to attend this challenging but greatly beneficial course …”

“The 5-day PLC bootcamp is a WOW experience, extremely
tiring but furiously delighting. I have worked very hard all my
life but this week-course has been incredibly exceptional.
Missing my family but grateful for their unfailing support, this
roller coaster 5-day journey brings out the best of us. Being
expertly guided in the formal-social-experiential learning,
one learns at 100km/hr, seizing the golden moments to reflect and understand so that progressively one acts with conviction and certainty. I am thankful for the limit-stretching experience, one that is emotionally
touching making it totally unforgettable. I am paying this forward ... for all genuine leaders to attend.“

Fabrice DESCOMBES
Sales & Marketing Officer
“The 5-day PLC is delivered in an utmost professionalism
manner. A booming wake-up call bootcamp, its out-of-thecomfort-zone learning approach has shaken me and served
as an eye opener for the many things that I can do and must
start doing. I will definitely apply lessons learnt to my professional and personal life. A definite course to attend for those
who want to chart a new meaningful & successful ending to
their various life endeavors ...

Annielle D’AUTRICHE
Senior Manager

Jasen Devi RUNGASAWMI

“PLC is a WOW, life-changing course that everyone should attend. It pushes me beyond my limits and gives me insights and
discovers my inner strength. This is the hardest course that I have
ever attended. Its excellent course delivery and learning outcome is incredible. Enjoy it by feeling it!”

“The 5-day PLC is the best and most challenging course ever
encountered. The unique formal-social-experiential course
delivery impactful assimilate the learning in a most effective
manner, but one that requires willpower and humility to practice. A must-attend for leaders that want to scale the next Slevel of excellence …”

Mohinish RAMBURN
Junior Manager

Ashwin Koomar MANIC
Specialist Infrastructure & Security
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“The PLC training was very challenging but also extremely rewarding. I have learnt important skills to bring back to my organisation for immediate implementation. Highly recommended!”

Jane PALSGAARD ANTHONSEN
Associate Manager, PMO

“By pushing you to the limits, this course enables you to identify and address your own strengths and weaknesses on your
career journey. The high pressure style, matched with extensive knowledge, experience and capability of the presenter,
truly make this course one of a kind. I will ensure that my
colleagues as well as those whom I feel would benefit from
the content are made aware of this course…”

Nirish BEEHARRY
Executive Head Consumer Banking

“PLC is uniquely enriching with first-class coaching and mentoring
experience. Its formal- social-experiential learning puts tremendous emphasis on practice. The course covered vast knowledge
in an amazingly short time. But the transitions from topic to topic
were seamless. Very engaging to the end, I will certainly pursue
the next level of this commando training. A must-attend course!

Shing LAM
Coordinator

…“

“The PLC is a WOW experience that no words could describe. One
must live it in order to believe. Mind stretching, pushing me to
lengths and depths that I was unaware I could reach. Thank you
for the priceless opportunity, I certainly will recommend the course
to all!…”

Shameemah JAULIM
Manager

“PLC is a life-changing experience both professionally & personally. The saying that 'a tea bag releases all its aroma when put in
boiling water' perfectly describes this course. The world class delivery of the formal-social-experiential learning amplifies the positive
attitude and mindset. A must-attend for all!”

Yannish Selvindrakrishna GOORRIAH
Coordinator

“I would highly recommend all future leaders to attend this
course. PLC is a very enriching and beyond-expectation
training. The things that I have learn in this course will definitely change my career. The learning is so engaging that
going home is the furthest from anyone's mind. I will certainly pass it forward …”

Bibi Noorjahan EDOO
Lead Software Engineer
“The 5-day PLC is the best and most challenging course
ever encountered. The unique formal-social-experiential
course delivery impactful assimilate the learning in a most
effective manner, but one that requires willpower and
humility to practice. A must-attend for leaders that want to
scale the next S-level of excellence …”

Binaye RAMSORRUN
Team Leader
“PLC is a very challenging but immensely enriching course.
The formal-social-experiential course delivery of this one-ofa-kind commando training yields invaluable benefits. Highly
recommended for all!…”

Jacqueline SIN FAT
Manager
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“The 5-day PLC is an enjoyable, limit-challenging bootcamp. Its
enriching experience is perfectly embodied in the formal-social-

“PLC is by far one of the best learning & life-changing experience in my last 18 years! Its formal-social-experiential

experiential course delivery. The darkest hour has only 60 minutes. A
must-attend for even experienced PM practitioners …”

course delivery is unparalleled, resulting in incredible exponential outcome. A must for professionals who want to
climb their next S-curve level …”

Sooryaprakash NUNKOO
Project Administrator

Caleyvarny TAKOORDYAL
Head of Customer Accounts

“PLC is a life-changing, limit-challenging but immensely rewarding
bootcamp with real-life simulation and learning application. Wonderfully delivered, the course created an invaluable networking
environment that resulted in delightful experience with life -long
relationship. Highly recommended to all!”

“I was warned but ended being wowed! The PLC boot
camp is special. Its formal-social-experiential learning deliv-

Sandra Kristel Fi Lane KOON SUN PAT
Employee Performance and Engagement Specialist

Mohammad Hossen GOBURDHUN

ery is intensely compact, knowledge laden and extremely
challenging. It is the must attend event for everyone....”

Chief Finance Officer

“PLC is an intensively experience-laden bootcamp that is lifechanging. Its formal-social-experiential learning approach pro-

“The PLC is one of the best courses I have followed. Incredibly laden with knowledge, techniques and best practices, it

vides a large variety of tools that will definitely help me reach the
next S-curve of my personal and professional life. The course delivery was amazing and very engaging. A highly recommended

gives me utmost confidence to assist my organization to
transform successfully. A must-attend for all professionals …”

course …”

Thibaut de NAVACELLE
Senior Manager- Strategy &Execution

Amarnath JAGANNATH
Chief Engineer

“The 5-day PLC is great fun despite the huge stress. I would recommend each person I know to come and dare being in the Arena.

“PLC is a limit-stretching, character-strengthening & expectation-exceeding bootcamp. From the word go, it creates

Certified or not, you are certainly a hero if you manage to complete the journey …”

endless possibilities and masterly tests one's nerve of steel.
The wonderful journey shows the sky is no longer the limit!”

Dieter DECOTTER
Human Resource Manager

Yogen PILLAY MURDAY
Manager
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
“PLC has greatly exceeded my expectations and has
been, first and foremost, a journey of self-discovery and
humility. The training’s multi-faceted approach to leadership and unique blend of formal-social-experiential
knowledge sharing make it a must for professionals irrespective of their industry! “

“The 5-day PLC is a very challenging and immensely enriching
commando training. Its formal-social-experiential delivery
approach has tested my limits and shown me that I could go
beyond what I expected possible. I loved the practice-laden
focus which forces us to think out of the box. High recommended for those who are outcome-based orientated!”
Tejeshree Devi RENGHA
Project Manager

Rajnish JHAMNA
Digital Transformation Executive

“PLC is the single most intensive, awakening week of my
life. The action packed bootcamp, comprehensively and
expertly delivered through its formal-social-experiential
approach, brings the best out its participants. A mustattend for those who dare to believe & succeed!”

“The 5-day PLC is a Wow bootcamp. Despite its toughness,
powering through its well-structured formal-social-experiential
is a hugely rewarding journey both personally and professionally. It has been a privilege to have attended the course. A
must-attend for all!”
Veemul RAMDENEE

Marie Caroline Emanuelle VICTOIRE
Group Communication Coordinator

Chief Finance Officer

“The 5-day PLC is an unforgettable commando training
which shapes the leaders of tomorrow. The intensive formal
-social-experiential delivery forces a profound selfreflection to enrich my capabilities. Highly recommended
for all !”
Nideshsing BHUNJUN
Procurement Lead

“PLC's unique shock-and-awe approach is an incredible limittesting and boundary-pushing experience. A mind-opening

“PLC is an enriching & self-discovering bootcamp. Boundaries are
shattered through expertly delivered life-changing principles &

“The PLC Certification course was one of the toughest personal
challenges I came across so far in my life, yet it will go down as

phronesis. Self-discovery is what await leaders who decide to
embark on the PLC journey. A must -attend for all - no hesitation only participation is required to change both personal and profes-

an enriching week as it pushed me to go beyond the limits of
my comfort zone. I will certainly recommend this commando
course to my colleagues and fellow professionals. This PLC

sional life!”

course is deeply motivational and transformational!”

Namrata BHUGOO
System Analyst

knowledge roller-coaster, this commando training accelerates
your readiness for individual and professional growth. You can
only come out of it stronger than before. You just have to
believe in yourself and grab the opportunity! A must-attend for
all!”

Minouchka NIRSIMLOO
Strategic Planning Coordinator

Jean Hugues Ivan TRANQUILLE
Senior Manager Credit Portfolio Management Unit
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...

“

“
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What Our Past Certified Project Leaders Have To Say...
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PLC Credentials Around the World
Be part of the international network of Certified Project Leaders (67 Countries)

Who Have Benefited?
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DAY ONE - Monday (08:30 -19:00)

Training Agenda

Opening by the Director General, University of Technology, Mauritius
Project Leadership Overall Concepts & Key Areas, Certification & PMO
Tool

Detail 4 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (First 4)
Integration Management
Scope Management
Time Management
Cost Management
Understanding Professionalism: Management vs. Leadership


DAY TWO - Tuesday (08:30 -19:00)
Detail Next 6 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (Next 6)
Quality Management
HR Management
Communications Management
Risk Management
Procurement Management
Stakeholder Management
Importance of Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) & Win-Win



Revision 1
Course Work 1 + Computer Based Training (CBT) 1 + PMO Tool
Lifecycle Management
Project & Client Info Setup
Project Staffing
Project Schedule
Project Management (issue, Risk, Problem Log, Estimate, Change
Request)

Industry Guest Speaker 1
Case Study Preparation
Revision 2
Course Work 2 + CBT 2 + PMO Tool
To do list
Work Progress Report
Manage Lifecycle Deliverables
Project Finance (Budget & PR)
Monitor Project Metrics & Reports
Industry Guest Speaker 2
Case Study Finalization

Relationship Management

DAY THREE - Wednesday (08:30 -19:00)
Detail Next 4 Key Areas & Related Best Practices (Final 14)
Interpersonal
Organizational Environment
Client/Customer Environment
Managing Complex Projects
The Art of Leadership & Making Things Happen

DAY FOUR - Thursday (08:30 -19:00)


Team-based Project Work 1
People Management: Turning Ripples into Tidal Waves

DAY FIVE - Friday (08:30 -19:00)
Team-based Project Work 4 + PMO Tool
Time Management: Doing More with Less
Industry Guest Speaker 5

Revision 3
CBT 3 + PMO Tool
Industry Guest Speaker 3
Initial One-to-One Reviews
Case Study Submission


Revision 4
CBT 4 + PMO Tool
Team-based Project Work 2
Industry Guest Speaker 4
Team-based Project Work 3

Certification Result, Award Ceremony & Closing
Final One-to-One Reviews

REGISTRATION
Registration deadline: 5 working days before training

Earn 45 PDU Points /45 Contact Hours

www.teamsynthesis.com/PLC/
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UTM
Individual Registration Form
Current & Advanced Brochure
PARTICIPANT DETAILS
Title (Mr / Mrs / Ms):_____________________________________________
Family Name (Surname):_________________________________________
First Name: ___________________________________________________
Email Address:_________________________________________________
Date of Birth: _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ (DD/MM/YYYY)
Mobile Number: ________________________________________________
Company / Organisation : ________________________________________
Designation:
___________________________________________________
Address:
______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Postcode: ________________ City/State: ___________________________
Office Tel: ______________________Office Fax: _____________________
Meal Preference: Veg O Non-veg O

PARTICIPATION FEE
[ ] Local Registration: Rs 50,000
[ ] Foreign Registration: USD 3,500
REGISTRATION
Registered by:_______________________________________
Designation: ________________________________________
Contact Number:_____________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________
BILLING DETAILS
Invoice attention to: __________________________________
Designation: ________________________________________
Contact Number:_____________________________________
BillingAddress:_______________________________________
_______________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________
Please invoice my company/organisation and payment will be
made prior to the start of the Course.
PAYMENT METHOD

Date: ___________________ Signature: ____________________________

The only method of payment acceptable is via Telegraphic
Transfer to the bank account of the University of Technology,
Mauritius. Payment must be received 10 days before the start
of the course.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Swift Code:

STCBMUMU

Qualifications: _________________________________________________
Years of Working Experience: ______ Years in Project Management: ______
Years as officially-designated Project Manager Roles: _________________
Professional Project Management Membership: _______________ (eg. PMI)
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Account Name:

: University of Technology,
Technology Mauritius

Bank Name:

State Bank of Mauritius

Have you attended any Project Management Training before? YES / NO

Bank Address:

State Bank Tower

Bank Account No: 610 251 0000 4867

1 Queen Elizabeth II Avenue

Are you PMP-certified? YES / NO

Port Louis, Mauritius

5-DAY UTM PLC Session Dates
Please tick the session date for registration:
44th

[

]

[

] 45th UTM PLC: 5-9 February 2018

[
[

CONFIRMATION
1. Registration is on a first-come-first-served basis.

UTM PLC: 6-10 November 2017

]

46th

]

47thth

2. To confirm your registration(s), all registration form(s) must
be accompanied with a Letter of Undertaking (LoU) on
company’s letterhead.

UTM PLC: 7-11 May 2018
UTM PLC: 6-10 August 2018

ENQUIRIES & REGISTRATION
Team SYNthesis (Mauritius & Africa) Ltd
VENUE & ACCOMODATION
4A Hitchcock Avenue, Quatre Bornes
Holiday Inn Airport , Mauritius
Email: mice@himauritius.mu

Tel:

601 2777
Tel:

465 0048/454 6730

Fax:

454 6730

Website: www.himauritius.mu

**The organizers reserve the rights to change the venue at their discretion.
discretion

Email: PLCSecretariat@teamsynthesis.com
[PAYMENT POLICY] Payment is due in full at the time of registration. Full payment is mandatory for event attendance.
[CANCELLATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS] You may substitute participants at least 5 working days prior to the beginning of the Course. Cancellations will be refunded
only if made in writing at least 10 days prior to the beginning of the Course. No refund is given for any late cancellations for participants who do not show up for the
course (no-show). **The organizers reserve the rights to change the venue at their discretion.

… Another Value-add Talent Management Initiative Brought to You by

Be a Leadership Developer!

Send Your Best & Most Experienced to the PLC,
They Will Make Things Happen!
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